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This chapter deals with the transformations that have occurred in the course of the last 40 years in Europe in the state’s use of force. This topic calls for two preliminary remarks. The first concerns the narrow terms “use of force”. In what follows, we will make extensive use of this expression, which is commonly used to describe the use of (lethal) force by public police officers. We will also use a classic conception of the state, i.e. a set of institutions aiming at a monopoly of the use of violent and coercive means (Weber 2013, Whitman 2005), including prison and all other means of imprisonment\(^1\). Second, we will consider the approximate date of 1970 as the appropriate time-scale for assessing the “transformation” which the paper attempts to track, considering that the end of the 1960s and the begin of the 1970s signalled the start of an overall concern in Western democracies for the problem of crime control and of the diffusion of a given “culture of control” (Garland 2001), characterised by a willingness among the public and the political elites to move away from the dominant “penal-welfare culture”. A useful date in this respect (even though it is taken from outside of the European world) is 1972: that year, the US detention rate reached its lowest level in almost half a century; 40 years later, it has been multiplied by five (Hinds 2005, 48).

\(^1\) Since it is dealt in an other paper of the book, my paper will not address the issue of the specific use of force against foreigners (power to arrest, to confine and to deport).
In what follows, we will try to determine whether state powers have been transformed, with regards to the use of coercion and force. We will first focus on some broad indicators of punitiveness to assess whether punitiveness has increased in Europe, and if it has, for what reasons. We will then try to figure out how state violence is governed in Europe.

**Part 1. Governing through crime (or not)**

Reading the academic literature, one might think a spectre is haunting Europe: the spectre of the so-called “penal state”. Loic Wacquant, one of the leading scholar promoting this notion, defines it in ‘Ordering Insecurity’ (Wacquant 2008, 21) as “the likely contours of the future landscape of the police, justice, and prison in the European and Latin American countries that have embarked on the path of ‘liberating’ the economy and reconstructing the state blazed by the American leader”. In the wake of 1930s German social scientist Rusche and Kirchheimer (2007), this notion sketches an explanatory link between the transformation of social structures and the transformation of the state, pointing to a parallel increase in the US in detention rates and in the promotion of neo-liberal economic and social doctrines (see Harcourt 2011). Now, is this double assertion (increased punitiveness on the one hand and a robust correlation between social and economic policies on the other hand) congruent with contemporary European states?

**1.1. Increased punitiveness: not all forms of punitiveness, not everywhere**
Changes have occurred in Europe, with respect to crime control strategies, but on much more limited scale than in the US, and not in all domains of public violence. Police rates (i.e. the ratio police personnel to the population) have been remarkably stable in the European Union, as shown in Hinds’ work (2005): there were 2,93 public police officer for 1000 inhabitants at the beginning of the 1970s: there are 3,05 thirty years later. At the same time, the overall US police personnel increased 75% (from 1,97 to 3,4), although this rate has since then been affected by the cities fiscal crisis of the 2000s, and brought down to 2,9 in 2011 (CJS Sourcebook). Meanwhile, detention rates, which are universally taken as the indicator *par excellence* of punitiveness (Hamilton 2014), have reached exceptionally high levels in Europe, jumping from 65 prisoners for 100.000 inhabitants to 87 in the EU member states (Hinds 2005), from 75 to 150 in England & Wales (1970-2010), from 100 to 150 in Ireland, from 50 to 115 in France, and from 75 to 85 in Germany (SPACE).

Two things should be taken into account, though. First, even though detention rates have risen up in Europe in the course of the last 30-40 years, they go nowhere near the US rate: in the US, detention have risen from 130/100.000 at the beginning of the 1970s to almost 750/100.000. Any comparison between Europe and the US is between two incomparable worlds. Second, the European situation is rather uneven. In “Nordic” countries, it seems that there has been no wave of punitiveness: detention rates remain at very low levels (between 65 and 75/100.000 – Pratt & Eriksson 2013). Some countries experienced a decrease in the use of imprisonment as a penal tool, like Germany after the Unification (-15% during the first 2000 decade) or like Portugal, where detention rates fell from 150 in the mid-90s to 110 now, after an upward wave in the 1980s.
In contrast with the US, the situation in Europe is not just very uneven, it is also miles away in terms of police rates and more importantly detention rates. Jonathan Simon, in his very influential books *Governing through Crime* (2007) and *From the New Deal to the Crime Deal* (XXXX) has argued that contemporary democracies have experienced and even encouraged a shift in political cultures, placing crime issues at the very centre of the political game and making punitiveness the most efficient tool to win democratic competitions. Can this groundbreaking thesis be helpful to make sense of the heterogeneity of the European landscape?

1.2. The states and the political game

Tapio Lappi-Seppälä (2014) has recently shown that Esping-Andersen’s famous typology of liberal, christian-conservative and social-democratic states turns out to have strong explanatory power with respect to the manufacturing of western penal systems. Liberal states display high levels of punitiveness, as illustrated by their detention rates: Australia stands at 115, England, Wales and Scotland at 150, New Zealand at 190 (New Zealand), and the US at 750. Christian-conservative states display lower levels of punitiveness, with Switzerland standing at 75, Germany at 85, and France and Austria at 115. Social-democratic states have the lowest rates, with Iceland at 50 and Denmark and Norway at 75.

In other words, there is a reverse relationship between welfare and penal states, as Simon (XXXX) or Garland (2001) had already pointed out for common law countries. Leppi-Seppälä’s work goes a step further, however, by showing that neither homicide rates, nor victimisation rates or rates of fear of crime are correlated with detention rates in democratic states. Social expenditures is actually the most correlated variable with
detention rates. Levels of welfare states and levels of penal states are then strongly related to one another. And Downes and Hansen (2006) have shown that the divide between welfare and penal states increased during the 1990s.

In fact, the crucial role played by levels of welfare in explaining differences in punitiveness across the western world, and especially between Europe and the US, is reinforced by government’s organisation and the rules of the political game.

1.2.1. Governments’ organization and the power to punish

The broad divide between welfare and penal states overlaps with another one, between strong and weak states. David Downes provided 25 years ago a clear insight into the relation between state structures and punishment (Downes 1988). In his seminal work, he studied the difference in punitiveness in England and in the Netherlands. Both countries had been confronted with rising crime rates after the end of WW2. But while prison rates doubled in the UK from 1945 to 1975, they were cut by two during in the Netherlands. No difference in “crime” or “insecurity” explains the difference between the two states’ answer to the crime issue.

The major difference, Downes argued, was anchored in how the power to punish is organised in the two countries. In England & Wales, there was at the time no involvement of the government in penal matters, no “penal capacity”: state authorities only had limited influence over justice: decisions and sentences were pronounced by fully independent judges and magistrates. The rise in imprisonment in England and Wales was the uncoordinated result of judiciary decisions. On the contrary, there was a strong penal
structure in the Netherlands, as well as a robust coordination between the Ministry of Justice, the prosecutors, and the “professionals” – especially criminologists, who helped give birth to the so-called “Utrecht school of criminology”, which would become very influential at the European level. The implementation of a “call-up system” i.e. the strict prohibition of any new prison sentence in a context of prison overcrowding was possible in the Netherlands, but not in England and Wales where government was not supposed to interfere with judges’ decisions.

Dutch detention rates were at an all-time low at the beginning of the 1980s (around 25/100.000), even in comparison with Nordic countries today. However, since David Downes published his book, Dutch rates have jumped up to 100/100.000 in the mid-2000s. But if anything, this recent increase reinforces the state organisation’s thesis. Dutch public opinion has converged with that of Anglophone countries in making crime victims and safety two central themes of political discourse since the end of the 1980s (Boutellier 2001). As a consequence, the same state structures that adopted an abolitionist path in the 1960s and 1970s produced the policies expected by the shift in public opinion: compensation funds for victims were created in 1975, prison capacity has dramatically increased (from 4.000 in 1986 to 18.000 prison cells in 2000), task penalties for adults were implemented (there were 15.000 a year already in 2000), reactions to criminal behaviour were internalised by the criminal justice system (instead of being externalised to social and welfare agencies). Finally, there has been an overall growth of state capacities, with the Ministry of Justice’s budget tripling between the mid-80s and the beginning of the 2000s.
At the same time, convergent efforts were made by Labour government in the UK and Democrat government in the US to reassert the state’s power to punish: both governments strengthened judges’ punitiveness and helped local governments pass “zero tolerance” policies (such as the Morgan Act and the US Crime Act in the US, or the Crime and Disorder Act, the Crime Reduction Partnership and Home Office national objectives in the UK – Gilling 2001, Garland 1996). As a “punitive turn” was hitting European public opinions, states with a strong criminal justice system and states with strong judges’ and local authorities’ autonomy alike implemented punitive policies: the former by moving from a welfare to a punitive culture, the latter by regulating judges’ powers with mandatory sentencing systems and by allocating more resources to the most repressive local governments.

1.2.2. The rules of the political game

The existence of a state-monitored criminal justice system (which we summed up with the notion of “strong state”) or the existence of a myriad of independent judges and local authorities are not the only cleavage that overlaps with the welfare vs. penal distinction. Voting systems and the rules of the political game play just as important a role as state structures. In short, we should add Lijphart’s name to Esping-Andersen’s in the discussion.

Figure 1.
Leppi-Seppälä has shown that there is a stronger variable than social expenditures in predicting detention rates in Anglophone, Southern, Christian-conservative, and Nordic countries, namely Lijphart’s executive-parties index. Lijphart distinguishes between “consensus” and “majoritarian” democracies, which display very different institutional arrangements: consensus democracies have a larger number of political parties, a proportional electoral system, and minority or broad-based coalition governments, with the consequence that political decision making is based on negotiation seeking processes. Scandinavian countries and Germany are today’s best examples of such systems. Majoritarian democracies like the UK and the US are characterized by antagonistic political systems. These political antagonisms are reflected in media culture, because majoritarian, adversarial democracies encourage crisis discourses that are supported by hegemonic media coverage encouraging repressive policies and one-sided answers to crime (Green 2008, Cavadino & Dignan 2006).

This cleavage in political cultures has been strongly supported by the influential book of Nicola Lacey, *The Prisoner’s Dilemma* (2008), which opposes northern Europe’s...
coordinated systems to adversarial, liberal political systems: in the latter, criminal policy is formed by a government accountable to an electorate within a two-party system which encourages the politicisation of criminal justice, creating a volatile policy-making environment, particularly where both parties have embraced crime as a major policy platform (Hall & Soskice 2003). Lacey (2013) insists that the great division between these two political systems not only produces different detention rates, but moreover reveals opposite cultures. According to her, adversarial democracies support legislation based on character, or status-based perceptions of the criminal (such as the “bad character” disposition in Labour legislation), which singularizes the political path taken in criminal justice matters by these political systems. One of the best examples here is the devolution process in Scotland, combining an alignment of the local Labour with the English Labour, and a massive shift of Scottish towards English criminal justice outcomes (McAra 2011, 97).

In conclusion, a more or less massive “punitive turn”, as exemplified by detention rates and repressive legislations, has occurred in Western democratic systems during the last 3 decades. Still, this turn, which reinforced the coercive capacities of the states, is strongly connected to a greater division between welfare states and coordinated economic systems anchored in consensus political systems opposed to liberal and free market economic systems echoing adversarial political systems. The power to punish is then rooted in a political economy of punishment along with the rules organising the political competition. “Cultures of control” (Garland 2001), which have universally developed since the beginning of the 1980s, were either strongly, either minimally supported by the state in the US and in Europe. The “from the new deal to the crime deal” thesis (Simon XXXX) met
the resistance of state’s structures, wherever welfare social systems and consensus political regimes were strong enough.

Still, this overall description of the transformation (or stability) of the state’s coercive capacities has been so far too much oriented by a single variable, the detention rates. A full analysis of this transformation calls for a more multi-centred approach based on a multiplicity of variables. As Zedner (2002, 356) has put it: “Popular punitivism may be a key feature of contemporary penal politics, but it is not the whole story”.

Part 2. Sources of coercion

Detention rates give a first insight into the state’s coercive powers across Western Europe and North America. But they only account for part of these powers. In the US, but only there, the state’s monopoly of violence still coincides with the power to administer capital punishment. In some penal systems, prisons are still viewed as places of rehabilitation, and in other systems, they are only places for incapacitation and confinement. Finally, police powers are not the same in these different systems, and do not necessarily coincide with imprisonment capacities.

To give a better view of the state’s coercive powers, we shall now examine how states are limited by the law (2.1) and by the society (2.2), and how police organisations form coercive archipelagos within coercive institutions (2.3).

2.1. The state in Europe: The crucial role of the law
Punitiveness has increased in Western democracies, with few (but notable) exceptions. Detention rates are in many countries at an all-time high and penal legislation is more and more at the centre of public debate, with strong implications for every part of the criminal justice system, starting with police forces. But these numbers have risen in the context of a growing concern for due process of law and human or fundamental rights. At least in Europe, the rise in penalty is highly contradictory with the concern for human rights, and this makes a large difference with the US situation.

2.1.1. Human rights and coercion in Europe

What is punitiveness? If one follows the leading (Anglophone) authors, punitiveness is embodied in the fact that crime control infringes on the due process of law. From this point of view, punitiveness in Europe has been limited by the growing concern for fundamental rights, at least since the adoption of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) in 1954 by the European Council. In countries where the protection of human rights was already a cornerstone of the state, like in Germany with its 1949 Fundamental Law, the adoption of the ECHR introduced no substantial change. But in countries where governments traditionally enjoyed large legislative discretion like in the UK and France, resistance against the individual ability to seize the European Court in Strasbourg (first introduced in 1981 in France) or against the adoption of the Human Rights Act in England (1998) were strong (and they still are: Home minister Theresa May is thus in favour of replacing it with a British Bill on Human Rights, even at the cost of withdrawing from the ECHR). Such resistances demonstrate the subversive power of the ECHR (Feldman 2004). EU member states have imported the substance of fundamental rights from the Council by considering the ECtHR as a kind of Supreme Court, and adopted in 2000 the Charter of
fundamental rights (Nice Treaty), which considers criminal law as a mean to protect fundamental rights rather than as a mean to widen the penal net, and the Union as a space of freedom, security, and justice (Lisbon Treaty).

A cornerstone of criminal justice policies in Europe is the absolute prohibition of death penalty, torture and ill treatment (Kamninski, Snacken & van de Kerchove 2007, Snacken 2010). Death penalty is one of the few indisputable requirements that must be met to enter the EU. A few European states (among which France) have already been sentenced by the ECtHR for “torture”, with decisive consequences for the control of prison and police cells. Moreover, the European Council’s view of detention (of any kind) is based on defiance. Not only should imprisonment be used in last resort (it has even been defined in 2013 as an “ultima ratio” by German Supreme Court jurisprudence), framed within the iron law of due process (legality, legitimacy, proportionality). But even when detainees are in prison, rather than being objects of shame and degradation, they are considered to be objects of rehabilitation or at least of protection: as the European Prison Rules stated in 2006: “All forms of detention shall be managed in a way that facilitates the reintegration into free society of persons who have been deprived of their liberty”. In a variety of domains (work, education, family visits, syringe exchange, health care, high security units, prison overcrowding, suicide…), the Council’s provisions have paved the way for a European regime of punitiveness, which of course pressurizes the state (for a French example, see Cliquennois & Champetier 2013).

National states are indeed the targets of the ECtHR and of the European Council’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture: “The CPT is regarded as a regional prisons inspectorate of considerable sophistication, and no other region has a human rights court
that gives such comprehensive and binding judgements on matters affecting prisoners' human rights. This European commitment to protecting human rights of prisoners has been described as one of the major mechanisms explaining the growing divide in harshness between penal policies in Europe and the USA (Snacken et al. 2014, 437).” Contrary to the US, where prison is used as a tool of incapacitation and discipline, where “punishment is an act of sovereign might, a performative action which exemplifies what absolute power is all about (Garland 1996, 460)”, European system might turn to a “post-disciplinary” institution (Chantraine & Kaminski 2008), in which all public efforts are devoted to minimizing the coercive dimension of imprisonment.

2.1.2. Human rights and the protection of the body and soul of individuals

The sacralisation of human rights in Europe has also paved the way for a reinforcement of state punitiveness. In a 1979 decision, the ECtHR gave birth to the “theory of positive obligations”, which states that a violation of the Convention committed by a private person can be indirectly attributed to the state when the state has made it possible or probable. One of the most famous examples of this theory is to be seen in the field of child protection. In the “X & Y vs. Netherlands” decision of 1987, applicants complained because they were unable to have criminal proceedings instituted against the person who had raped a young girl with learning disabilities that made her unable to lodge a complaint herself. The Court asserted the protection of private life (art. 8 ECHR) as an obligation for the state. In A v. UK 1993, the Court ruled that Article 1 of the ECHR requires states "to take measures designed to ensure that individuals within their jurisdiction are not subjected to treatment proscribed by Article 3 (torture, inhuman and degrading treatment), including such treatment administered by private individuals”. The court went on to find that
“children and other vulnerable individuals are entitled to protection in the form of effective deterrence against such serious breaches of personal integrity”. In the 1987 case already, the Court had issued that in some cases “effective deterrence can be achieved only by criminal law provision (Kinkelly 2010, Mowbray 2005).”

The ECtHR’s efforts to provide “effective” human rights is often seen as placing direct obligations on state power (Banach-Gutierrez & Harding 2012). The notion of “effective remedy” is one among many notions that force the state to downsize its discretionary powers and the scope of its tools of coercion. In the case of Yase v. Turkey 1998, the ECtHR stated that the applicants could not establish that the applicant had been attacked and his uncle killed by state security forces, but that Turkey should be condemned on the basis of Art. 2 ECHR (right to life) because state authorities had not conducted an effective investigation into the circumstances of the complaint. To quote another example, Osman v UK overruled the UK court's decision in Hill v West Yorkshire that public bodies could not be held to be negligent. In short, all aspects of the state’s power to kill, to detain, to investigate, to question, etc. are now under the scrutiny of the ECtHR. What the theory of positive obligations adds to this, is the obligation for the state to enlarge the scope of criminal law to prevent any crime committed by an individual against another individual-which gives in return more power to the state, as it is now seen both as a potential threat to the enjoyment of fundamental rights and as the best tool to enforce them. As a consequence, all crimes that jeopardize the rights promoted in the ECHR, specifically crimes against individual integrity like drug crimes, violent crimes, sexual crimes or crimes against youths, minorities, women etc. are criminal fields where the state has been more and more requested in the last 30 years by supranational authorities and courts.
At the beginning of the 1980s, Anthony Bottoms coined the notion of “bifurcation policy” to differentiate between penalties for serious and minor offences (Bottoms 1983). After a wave of de-criminalization during the 1970s (de facto de-criminalization of cannabis use in different European countries, de lege de-criminalization of abortion, of “bad behaviour” in public places – for instance “grober Unfug” in Germany, of rubber cheques in France, of men having sex with male minors, of shoplifting up to a certain amount, etc.), some crimes were promptly considered as serious offences calling for serious sanctions, in particular crimes committed in the domestic sphere: violence or harassment against children, violence or harassment against a spouse or partner (including marital rape), and other forms of domestic abuses. One of the most immediate impacts of this is the invasive power of state authorities, in particular prosecution and the police (see above), in the sphere of intimacy. Until the 1980s, criminal policies dealt with the protection of individual property. Now, the state has abandoned this purpose for the benefit of insurance companies, but is on the front line to protect individual bodies and minds. The evolution of motives for imprisonment in France in the last 35 years illustrates this transformation of the targets of state power. Half of the 20,000 prison sentences pronounced in France had to deal with property crime (theft, handling stolen goods, fraud, breach of trust, etc.) in 1980, but by 2013 this proportion had fallen down to a quarter of the 22,000 prison sentences.

Figure 2.

Prisoners according to offences, France, 1980/2011
This evolution is not as spectacular in other countries, like in Germany where property crimes and traffic offenses have always been severely sanctioned. Property crimes represented two thirds of the offences for which people were sent to prison in 1970 in Germany; they are now less than half of the offences for which people are sent to prison. In the same period, violent offences and homicides have doubled, and so have sex offences (Drenkhahn 2013, 74).

More generally, the sacralisation of the body, as exemplified by the “bifurcation policy” and the development of transnational positive obligations, has led throughout Europe to increased security against offences considered as the most severe forms of invasion of privacy and intimacy, such as sexual offences and assault against children. As a consequence, one sees the resurgence of long-term imprisonment, like in Germany where lifelong prisoners doubled from 1977 to 2008 (Dünkel et al., 2010, 23 – they also doubled in France in the same period) or in Belgium and the Netherlands in the aftermath of the Dutroux scandal, but also in other countries like England (see Criminal Justice Act 2003). Violent, drug and sex offenders now face in Europe more stringent legislation, enhanced prosecution, longer sentences and restrictions of parole. One major explanation for the rise

(source: Robert 2013, 114 and French Direction administration pénitentiaire).
of prisoners rates in European countries is the growing acceptance by politicians and courts alike that penal severity means crime deterrence (Snacken et al. 2014).

In sum, human rights and the protection of individual lives have had two kinds of consequences on the evolution of state coercive powers in Europe. On the one hand, to the British government’s delight, supra-national courts and laws constrain the discretion and intensity of state powers. On the other hand, the sacralisation of the body and of the notion of intimacy in France contributed to an increased criminalization of violence-related offences, specifically against women and children, and to increased punitiveness by the state.

Meanwhile, what could be a restored power of the state to protect, even under supra-national scrutiny, appears to be facing a severe crisis. Two issues challenge state coercive power: their ability to deal with a growing demand, and the increased use of contract and diversion.

2.2. The penal state between stifling and diversion

Punitiveness is growing, and the state finds itself at the foreground under transnational pressure and scrutiny. But this growth of state coercive powers inhabits a twilight aspect. The state no longer uses punitiveness as an act of sovereign will. Its acts and decisions, far from being one-sided decisions taken in magnificent isolation, are now mere contracts where the state sometimes only plays a notarial role (2.2.1.). In addition, state authorities are under pressure from victims and, above all, victims’ representatives, for getting hard on crime and insecurity issues. This leads to an overloaded process where the state is reduced
to a mere mechanism vainly aiming at reducing the uninterrupted flow of complaints, claims, and procedures (2.2.2.).

2.2.1. State authority in the shadow of contractualisation, diversion and victims’ claims.

A common view on the growing coercive capacity of public authorities is that the state punishes more when economic conditions worsen. Although this may be true, there is a broader evolution that can also be related to a neo-liberal framing, and that is the growing tendency of contractualisation in criminal justice matters. ‘Contractualisation’ encompasses all forms of bargaining between the offender, and the victim (whereas the former is, in the classical criminal justice doctrine, the sole target of a one-sided decisions taken once and enforced by the state).

One of the best examples here are the ‘youth offenders contracts’ introduced by the Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act in England & Wales (1999). When a youth offender pleads guilty, he is sent to a panel to face a decision. Neither judges nor civil servants of any kind are members of this panel, but trained community volunteers. The aim of this form of youth justice is to deal with overloaded penal systems, but also to consider the young offender like a responsible citizen and to elaborate a decision (not a mere sentence) in accordance with his sense of responsibility and the damage he could have done to the local community.

On the other hand, victims also play a greater role in the production of penalty, and contribute to weaken state sovereignty in this policy area. Victims are at the core of
Simon’s argument: "We are crime victims. We are loved ones of crime victims. Above all, we are those who live in fear that we or those we care for will be victimized by crime" (Simon 2007, 109). The figure of the crime victim has ascended to become the idealized political subject of legislation. This is an ambivalent evolution, because it first legitimizes law and order stances and government’s authority. The public in general has become an “allegorical victim” (Kaminski et al., 2007), in the name of which governments reinforce their penal agenda. French president Nicolas Sarkozy, who won the 2002 presidential race practically on the basis of a law and order campaign which helped him to gain the extreme-right voters back (Roché 2007), created a “Ministry for victims’ rights” as soon as he became head of state. Compassion is now seen as a central aspect of criminal hearings, and criminal process law was strongly reoriented to allow victims to interfere in judicial decisions, especially when the judge pronounces a moderate sentence.

Herein lies the ambivalence of the rise of victim’s role, with respect to the state. First, it actually gives more power to government than to the state. As a matter of fact, victims are used by politicians to win electoral races, but they do not contribute to reinforce state structures: judges’ authority has been lowered, while “communities” have been reinforced (either directly through programs like “community safety programs” in England – s. Gillings 2001, Tonry 2010, or indirectly through media coverage of criminal cases, which places the criminal justice system under a new kind of pressure – see Lappi-Seppälä 2014 for a comparative perspective). Moreover, the victim’s rhetoric is one of the consequences of the dramatic rise of crime rates since the beginning of the 1960s and the parallel reduction of clearance rates by the police forces, a twin evolution which has increasingly jeopardized “the myth of sovereign state control”, that is “the myth that the sovereign state is capable of providing security, law and order, and crime control within its territorial
boundaries” (Garland 1996, 448). Populist posturing by governments do not necessarily imply an empowered state. To some extent, the growing role of victims in the criminal justice system could lead to what the “abolitionists” of the 1970s (Mathiesen, Houlsman, etc. – s. Brodeur) had imagined: a substitution of civil litigation (i.e. of contract between individuals) over criminal law (i.e. unilateral power of the state) through victim/offender mediation, reparation boards, reparation sentencing, healing circles, involvement of local communities in the sentence and, more to the point, in the punishment, which is becoming a form of community service and reparation (Kaminsky et al. 2007)… As Garland has recently noted, populist states are in a way “weak” states, because populist policies are enforced by elected politicians who won electoral races on the basis and in an environment of scepticism, if not overt defiance, towards the state (Garland 2013). One of the most eloquent aspect of this duplicity is the withdrawal of the Ministry for victims’ rights in the French government, after the scandal caused by its support of young victims in a huge network of sex offenders, most of them sentenced to long-term prison, which turned out to be fake. A common interpretation of the scandal was that it had been caused by the compassionate turn of local criminal justice, which had worked under heavy pressure of the public, the press and politicians in the “century’s paedophilia case”.

2.2.2. The state and the demand for security.

The failed myth of the sovereign state, according to Garland, is based on the state’s growing inability to deal with an unstoppable demand for security in response (or simply in parallel) to the enormous growth of delinquency and petty crime from the beginning of the 1960s to the beginning of the 2000s. Recorded crimes have been multiplied by 10 during this period in France and in Netherlands (Boutellier 2001, 365, Robert 2013), and
violent crime by 4 in Germany (Oberwittler & Reinecke 2009, 52). At the same time, police clear-up rates have symmetrically fallen down: in reasonable proportions in Germany (from 55% to 45% of all recorded crimes from 1965 to 1988, according to Entorf & Spengler 2000) or in huge amounts in France (down to 25% at the beginning of the 2000s). At the other end of the penal complex, overloaded criminal justice systems are less and less able to prosecute: and when they are, they are less and less willing or able to sentence offenders, as shown in the graphs below.

Figure 3

Criminalization and attrition in England & Wales 1990s
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Figure 4

Criminalization and attrition in France 2010
Unaffected by an alleged drop during the last decade (Aebi & Lind 2010), the discrepancy between the high numbers of recorded crime in Western countries (mainly property crimes, parallel to the rise of consumption society) and the ability of the criminal justice to deal
with it at a time of budget restrictions has two consequences. The first is the increased complexity of the system and the disorientation of the public with regard to penal justice, between diversion, negotiation, plea-bargaining, disposal, conditional disposal, penal order, accelerated proceedings, etc. (Mouhanna 2015). The most blatant example in this respect is the French example, as displayed in the following picture (Jehle 2008, 14).

Figure 6

Simplified model of the criminal justice in France (beginning 2000s)
Public disorientation has reinforced the general populist claim for a more punitive justice, which means a simplified justice system more and more relying on prosecutorial and police powers. Allegedly lenient judges are blamed for their supposed soft hand on petty crime, as elected politicians try to shift the balance of power within the criminal justice system to the prosecution, as well as to the police (Jehle & Wade 2006 and 2008, Luna & Wade 2010, Choe 2013). This is the second aspect of the long-term decline of the state’s capacity to deal with rising crime rates: the reinforcement of discretion in the criminal
justice system (embodied in the power of the prosecutor to prosecute, most of the times exclusively relying on the sole information given by the police).

At the time when elected politicians theatrically call for simplified and harsher criminal justice, overloaded justice systems deal with more and more petty crime (Aubusson de Cavarlay 2013), and penal laws with more and more obscure proceedings and methods of decisions, which contribute to an overall feeling of loss of sovereignty by the state over crime issues. In the meantime, since politicians want to give prosecution more powers vis-à-vis allegedly compassionate judges, and since they are the entry gate to overloaded systems, prosecutors (and with them the police) are more and more “replacing the judge in all but the most serious (criminal) cases” (Jehle & Wade 2006, 115), reinforcing the state’s discretional power in criminal matters. These are the three cornerstones of the undermining of state authorities dealing with crime: a decline in public faith in state ability to protect them and their property, a rise of diversion and other ways to bypass executed prison sentences, a rise of discretional powers carried by prosecutors and police officers. As such, the reduced ability of the state to deal with high crime rates does not necessarily coincide with a vanishing of sovereignty, no matter how high the esteem in which the public holds the state. This reinforced role of prosecution and of police powers has gained so much importance over the last three decades that it needs a more detailed report now.

3. A semi-archipelago of sovereignty: The insularity of the police and prosecution

Coercive power of the state embodied in the criminal justice system has undergone many transformations in the course of the last decades, as we have seen. These transformations prove difficult to cast on a scale going from a “lenient” to a “repressive” gradient, or from
a soft to a hard line. The new and decisive concern for bodily integrity is a clear incentive to adopt new protection measures for the benefit of individuals, more and more embodied in criminal law provisions. But at the same time, this worry for bodily integrity limits state power in that it also applies to the protection of individuals in the hands of state authorities, as exemplified in the transformation of prisons in Europe. The same contradictory transformation can be observed at the level of police authorities in Europe: their power to coerce has been significantly harnessed, and at the same time the central place of punitiveness in the political game has led to an increase of discretionary powers in the hands of the police, at least in some major European countries.

As far as police powers are concerned, two major factors have had an influence on the level of discretion and brutality that police agents in Europe are allowed to exercise. The first does not need to be developed, because it is strongly related to the growing influence of judicial and supra-national control over state powers very similar to the one observed at the level of the criminal justice system, especially prison organizations. Resounding sentences given by the ECtHR against major countries like France or the UK in cases of police brutality (France in the first place) or unfair police investigative powers (the UK in the first place) have led to significant changes in the way police skills are trained and performed, as well as in criminal proceedings (Jobard 2003).

The second aspect is more specific to the police, and is a direct consequence of the riot wave that hit the UK in the first half of the 1980s, and France in 1981 and again from the beginning of the 1990s onwards. Police discretion and police powers, exemplified in stops & search powers, suddenly gained greater attention from the press and the public (Waddington et al. 2009). Police undoubtedly became a source of prestige for government
and candidates. France is the most blatant example, where in the last two decades being a Home minister has become a necessary step for any candidate to the presidency. As such, the game of give-and-take played by police and politicians is congruent with the “governing through crime model”. But slipping to the centre of political attention, police scandals have become at the same time a great source of concern for elected politicians, and as a consequence the game appears more complex and risky for politicians who know that they cannot avoid being held accountable in case of a deadly encounter with the police. Politicians cannot leave the police out of control any more, as was much more the case before the 1980s riots or some police scandals like the Guildford Four and the Maguire Seven in England. Police-government relationships are not as one-sided as some declarations make it sound, like the motto of “being the first cop of the nation” adopted by the most recent French ministers of Interior. They are constrained by the following paradox, often unseen by observers of crime politics: the more an elected politician builds his/her political capital on the police, the more he/she has to make police authorities comply with the rule of law despite his/her claim to free the police from its hindrances in the fight against crime, due to the fact that police have primarily to deal with contingency and as such are much exposed to trouble that might develop into scandals (Jobard 2012, Manning 2010).

Beyond the growing willingness in countries like England and France (contrary to Germany or Italy – s. Nelken 2005) to make police a full piece of the political game, the inability of state authorities, and the police in the first place, to deal with petty crime and daily disorders have indeed led to increased powers given to the police, like anti-social behaviour orders introduced in the UK or the ability for the justice to sanction the mere gathering of small groups of people in housing estates entrance halls in France. This last
example is quite significative: the bill introduced in 2002 aiming to restore hope and faith in politics within deprived housing estates facing the daily gatherings of hostile youths in their halls was almost impossible to enforce, because the criminal justice system is reluctant to restore older penal concerns like vagrancy or to consider collective penal responsibility, let alone grant police discretion in such matters. The case of the much controversial and debated English ASBOs is more complex and far-reaching than French attempts, but as a matter of fact, and whatever their degree of implementation, they more or less restore the former (and far more discretional) “bind over” power enjoyed by the police for more than a millennium, before it was little by little narrowed under the influence of the ECtHR (Hashman & Harrup v. UK), and before the High Court magistrates and the Law Commission set in 1994 (Ramsay 2008). Despite their controversial dimension, highly related to the importance given to them by PM Tony Blair, ASBOs are definitively not a breach in the history of the state’s ability to discipline and punish. The main change introduced by ASBOs in England as far as state sovereignty is concerned is really a shift in justificative rhetoric, with the claim for the victims rights replacing the sheer affirmation of state authority.

ASBOs otherwise exemplify the attempt by state authorities to identify and sanction conducts that are not criminal, but socially objectionable in social areas exposed to multiple deprivation where police are reluctant or even unable to deal with sources of disorders and annoyance. These administrative penalties, often dealt or bargained with the author of the trouble (like the British “youth offenders contracts” defined in the 1999 Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act), attempt to restore the link between a troublemaker and his community (Crawford 2003, Donoghue 2008), and give indeed a large interpretative discretion power to authorities in identifying those who are “likely to cause
harassment, alarm or distress” (in the words of the ASBOs’ definition). These continental forms of US “quality of life” definitely strengthen the multi-secular power over people that the police define as “police property” (Lee 1981) and contribute to a “criminalization of social policies” in which the disadvantaged individual (typically an unemployed migrant youth leaving in social housing) is made responsible for his present life and summoned to sign up an asymmetrical contract with the local community (in fact, the police or the administrative power); if he breaks it, he will face a judge or even a sentence across-the-board (Bonelli 2006, Tonry 2010).

As we have seen, one of the striking aspects of this recent reinforcement of police discretion and power lies in the fact that all new powers conceded to police authorities are given in the name of local community support or victim’s rights. Allocations or subsidies supposedly given to local communities were actually captured by local police forces in the name of their multi-secular competence in fighting disorders, despite their blatant failure in their confrontation with mass delinquency since the beginning of the 1960s. Management reforms undertaken since the mid-1990s under the label of “new public management” contributed to reinforce the centralization of the police and government’s control over them, through the rhetoric of “performance management”, despite promises made to local communities involvement into police matters (de Maillard & Savage 2012, Brogden & Ellison 2013). Added to this, the growing concern for the protection of the individual’s body and life throughout Europe, as already shown in many examples, also contributed to reinforce police coercive powers through the criminalization of traffic offenses and, above all, the penalization of unintended homicides and injuries and the penalization of drivers under the influence of substances. In France for instance, controls of drivers for drugs and
alcohol use by French police and gendarmerie are today 35 times more frequent than 10 years ago (Obradovic 2014).

All these transformations contribute both to a widening and to a strengthening of the penal net: the penal net is widening through incentives to deal with petty offences and to ameliorate crime statistics through better clearance rates (as shown by ASBOs in the UK or the rise of recorded use of cannabis in France, which have been multiplied by 6 since the beginning of the 1990s), and it is getting stronger through the insistence put on the criminalization of repeat offending, so that the “usual suspects” (mainly the young deprived migrants, as well as males sentenced for domestic abuse and for violence or outrage against police officers) see their existence now marked by a long-term relationship with the criminal justice system. In this domain also the growing influence of victims plays a role, because a sentenced individual can be free from any penal measure, but still has to pay reparation to the victim and then is under the sword of Damocles of reintegrating the criminal justice circuit. To conclude, the shift of powers within the criminal justice system to the advantage of the prosecution has made the prosecutors more dependent on police officers in their daily routine, so that they are more reluctant to interfere in police matters – as much in the way the police bring them cases, as in the clearance of eventual police brutality cases, contributing to a tension between the requirements expressed by the ECtHR on the one hand and the daily distribution of power in the criminal justice systems on the other hand. And the crucial symbolic role played by the police in the political races have strengthened the ability of police unions to bargain with elected politicians and with prosecutors, which does not help either to enforce the international provision on the use of force and on fairness in judicial investigations.
Police and prosecution authorities, which personify the coercive power of the state, have benefited from the overloading of criminal justice systems in Europe and reinforced their autonomy. But their autonomy really consists in a kind of semi-archipelago of sovereignty. First, although prosecutors enjoy greater power, their decisions are more and more clinched in automatic or semi-automatic sanctions or diversions imposed by legislators to deal with mass crime and show a hard stance against crime. Second, although the weight of police authorities both in the criminal justice system and in the political competition has surely strengthened the power of police authorities and unions towards magistrates and government members, it also place these authorities under public and specifically media scrutiny, bearing on their discrentional power and discretionnal use of force. As such, prosecutorial and police authorities are at best described as semi-archipelagos of sovereignty in the geography of a broader state transformation. Also, one should keep in mind that while these contradictory tensions exist in European countries where the state has been under populist pressures, like in France and the UK, they are weaker in countries like Germany or Italy where penality is no part of the political game.

CONCLUSION

The internal coercive powers of the state have undergone a muddled transformation in the last decades, which has been far from homogeneous. To take the most common indicator, detention rates have risen up in Great Britain, France and the Netherland, slowly decreased in Germany, dramatically decreased in Finland, and are less than twice as high in Nordic countries as they are in England & Wales. But these discrepancies seem to be related to a trade-off in state’s organization. A bipartisan, majoritarian political system together with
low amounts of social expenditures are highly predictive of the power to incarcerate. On
top of it, two common features influence the state’s coercive powers in Europe. The first is
the sacralisation of individual integrity and dignity as a cornerstone of penal rules and
practices. The concern for individuals has contradictory consequences for state violence. It
legitimizes the criminalization of both verbal and physical violence and gives greater
power to the victims, as exemplified in the preoccupation for domestic abuse and sexual
offenses. As such, it reinforces the penal capacity of the state, but under the pressure of the
victim and the victim’s stakeholders. The second consequence is a strengthening of control
and oversight over authorities with the power to use force and coercion, in the first place
prison authorities, and this in a great contrast to what is going on in the US, where the
rising influence of victims has no counterpart. The second main source of transformation
of the coercive power of the state is the normality of high crime numbers in overloaded
criminal justice systems. This contributes to insularising the courts and the police, and to a
widening as well as a strengthening of the penal net. But even in this domain, organisational insularity does not necessarily lead to a rise in the discreetional use of force.
The greater role symbolically played by the police in the political game forces the
governments to control them and to avoid any kind of blatant cases of police brutality or
racism. Instead, the rise of prosecutorial and police power manifests itself in the reinforced
capacity of criminal justice systems to have a close hand on the existence of precarious
beings exposed or willing to resort to violence, substance abuse, disorder or simply
contemporary forms of vagrancy and idleness. More than ever, they are the subjects of
today’s penal state.
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